
 When I reached the age 40, I began to experience spiritual 

revelations on many occasions where my soul leaving my body 

over a period of few months to witness and understand the exis-

tence of souls, heaven and hell. During these months of continual 

revelations had caused many disturbances to my sleeps. 

 Ever since I started my preaching thereon the disturbances 

subsided gradually. My preaching are for all humanity to pray 

to  e CREATOR, took the  rst start in June 1976 until today 

October for 24 years.

  roughout these years of preaching, I have undergone 

arrests for illegal assembly, unlawful society, lockup, slanders, 

libels and many others. I have been through all and also I have 

won all court cases. Since then our assembly held in private 

property and not in public area and only aspire to pray to  e 

CREATOR and free from political agenda.
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In essence, BAITIANGONG means pray to  e CREATOR who is 

formless and shapeless. Has anyone seen  e CREATOR? Frankly, 

I have never seen  e CREATOR. Knowing my own origin and 

how I have been through a life as human yet I have never seen 

CREATOR. 

 But my soul had seen Jesus, Prophet Muhammad and 

Buddha and we exchanged thoughts via telepathy. Some I remember 

vividly that Jesus and Prophet Muhammad said we human are 

stupid, of which, is correct. For that I have to confess that I too 

had been stupid for being a human. Why? Let me explain to you 

that it is never an easy task in preaching to human to pray to GOD. 

 erefore, I inevitably had to undertake a human life amongst you 

and embrace stupidity in your likeness to be with you. In this 

acquaintance I have my chance to inculcate knowledge and 

wisdom in your spiritual development of understanding in 

praying to The CREATOR.

 How to pray to GOD? Just set on your knees (kneeling 

position) and face skyward with clasped hands and recite  e 

Prayer. Why not projecting our prayer to an image or idol that 

represents GOD? Such representations are unnecessary for GOD 

never expects our prayer. What does GOD want from us? Indeed, 

GOD doesn’t want anything from us. Certainly, GOD has never 

wanted our prayer but it is me who want you to pray to GOD. 

Certainly, a CREATOR is never in need at all.



 All creation by GOD are compounded with blend of  ve 

elements and made for your consumptions and only human are 

created by GOD with complete combination of  ve elements. Did 

GOD ask compensations in return? Any shortfall even a small 

degree in any of these elements, will cause illness to you. Did GOD 

ask for indebtedness or worship? No, certainly not. It is me who 

want you to pray to GOD. 

 Why? For I know where I came from and I know for sure 

your supplications in prayer is bothersome to GOD and I want you 

to keep pestering GOD with your earnest prayer. In your prayer, 

you have to pray incessantly for your ancestors to be forgiven. 

Firstly, you the Chinese are predominantly way too wily com-

pared to Malays and Indians but today some Malays and Indians 

are shrewd and cunning like the Chinese and some Malays have 

outwit the Chinese in wiliness.  at’s what they learn from the 

Chinese instead of learning to be wise. Let me explain this wili-

ness amongst the Chinese which has its roots in ancestry trail way 

back in China. Back then in China, there were cruel practices of 

killing a person by severing limbs and head from the body with 

 ve horses tied to each limb and head. Horses were spurred into 

diff erent directions and tearing the body into pieces. Historically, 

the Chinese ancestral were very cruel and laden with sins for their 

inhumane act of torturing others like extracting victim’s eyeballs, 

tearing one’s stomach apart to remove the intestine and for some 

wealthy lot who shamelessly seized the wife of others.
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  ese Chinese ancestors are now suff ering in hell for their 

sins. You too are not exceptional from hell punishment. But you 

had paid off  your sins in hell and reincarnated to this life. Today, 

I urge you to pray to GOD with the hope to break the Vicious 

Cycle of Reincarnation. Punishments in hell are way beyond your 

imagination like one’s hand being chopped off  repeatedly for hun-

dred times. Such unbearable pain le  you unconscious then you 

regain conscience to endure the same process constantly.  at’s 

how your ancestors are suff ering the torment in hell. How do you 

save them from further suff erings? Praying to the ancestral plaque 

will not cease their torment in hell but will have adverse eff ect to 

their souls.

 For years we have been mocking the superstitious Chinese 

practice by serving chicken as off ering to our ancestors by placing 

it before the ancestral plaque. We (non BAITIANGONG believer) 

must abandon ancestral food off erings from now on. Do you know 

if all your ancestors were to line up in a rally for a chance to taste 

the chicken (your off ering), the rally point would starts from China 

and ends in Malaysia, but then how could it be possible to feed 

every ancestor with one chicken?  ey wouldn’t be able to share 

even a tiny slice since the number of them is beyond measure. It is 

time to cease practicing ancestral worship and off erings.

  ere must be a way to save their souls from hell.  us, I 

share with you  e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR, of which I 

got it from its existence. For a start, we pray to GOD by reciting 



 e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR.  en, we pray for saints 

in heaven. As a BAITIANGONG follower, you must not bias in 

your supplication. Our prayer shall be inclusive for all saints in 

heaven to attain higher spiritual realm regardless of their religion 

be it from Christian, Islam, Buddhist, Taoism or others. Do not 

be selective in your supplication for speci  c saints known to you 

like Hua Tuo, Guan Ti, Mencius, Confucius, Guan Yin or Wong 

Tai Sin. Subsequently, we continue to supplicate to GOD for sins 

absolution of our ancestors for trespassing against GOD and if 

deserving, we pray for their placement in heaven. 

  at’s our approach to save our ancestors from continuing 

torment in hell with the hope of forgiveness and mercy conferred 

by GOD. Who knows if our ancestors are paying their dues in hell 

for their sins committed during their life time in China? Beside 

GOD, a formless and shapeless CREATOR, no one has the 

prerogative to forgive since heaven and hell are GOD’s creation.
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In a nutshell, pray to CREATOR simply means 

surrender to  e CREATOR who created all and more than that.

In search of GOD’s whereabouts, Xian Sheng travelled as far as to 

Plane of Nothing but unable to locate GOD and that made 

Xian Sheng realises that GOD is beyond the Plane of Nothing and 

outside HIS creation.

Xian Sheng leads us to pray to GOD for the salvation of our souls 

from the cycle of reincarnation.

By analogy, our daily prayer is a form of nuisance to GOD 

and pestered with unstopping implores. 

Many of our ancestors are suff ering in hell now and 

we are no exception to such punishment too 

before our reincarnation to this life.

In BAITIANGONG, we must not be selective or tend 

to pray for certain saints that known to us. 

Our prayer shall be inclusive for all heavenly saints for higher 

attainment regardless of their religious background. 

Nevertheless, we also pray for our ancestors for forgiveness 

of their sins and grant them a place in heaven, if deserving. 

Glossary
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